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ALINC AIIIIIILH PATH
Kenyon opened the new academic year on
September 3 under the trees in front of Old
Mather. President Caples shared the opening
convocation podium with Tom McGannon '74,
president of student government for the formal
beginning of the college's 150th session. The
following day, students and faculty plunged into
their work. The following items are a sample of
what has happened so far.

Dr. Robert A. Bauer on Campus
This Semester
Dr. Robert A. Bauer, the veteran U.S.
Foreign Service officer who became Director of the
Public Affairs Conference Center last year, is in
Gambier this fall after a six-week, 10-nation
lecture tour this summer.
Bauer made the lecture circuit through Africa
and Germany under the auspices of the United
States Information Service (U.S.I.S.) with which
he was associated before his semi-retirement last
year. The quadra-lingual Bauer lectured in three
languages-—English, German, and French—on
topics such as American Foreign and Economic
Policy and an Analysis of Capitalism and
Socialism: Myth vs. Reality. He traveled alone
through Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, The
Republic of South Africa, Zaire, Chad, Togo, and
the Kingdom of Lesotho on the African continent,
and visited the German cities of Heidelberg,
Cologne, and Saarbrueken.
Altogether Bauer spoke to some 3,000
persons—mostly students—in live audiences, and
thousands of others through live and taped radio
and television broadcasts. In addition, he held
smaller seminars with political leaders in some
countries at the various American Cultural Centers
along his lecture route.
"The purpose of the U.S.I.S. lecture tours,"
said Bauer, "is to bring a variety of American
scholars to foreign nations to speak on their fields
of expertise. Foreigners get face-to-face with

experts' views of American problems and attitudes,
and they have the opportunity to raise questions
which may be on their minds. The U.S.I.S. lecture
series is meant basically to educate, not
propagandize," he said. "I have spoken often on
these tours and have never been pressured to act as
a government financed lecturer."
Dr. Bauer is bringing his vast experience into
Kenyon classrooms for two courses this semester.
He is teaching "Western Diplomacy: Response to
Crisis" and "Seminar in Communications Analysis:
Propaganda and Public Opinion" in the Political
Science Department.

Members Appointed to
Presidential Search Committee
The Committee to search for the 16th
president of Kenyon has been constituted.
The Board of Trustees authorized the
presidential search committee at its May meeting
at the request of President William G. Caples who
had announced previously his intention to retire
in 1975. The Chairman of the Board, The Rt.
Rev. John P. Craine, said the board would "take
the responsibility for providing an orderlv process
in searching for a new president . . . one who will
continue the dramatic advances made during
(Dr. Caples') administration."
Trustee D. Bruce Mansfield '30 of Akron,
Ohio, was named chairman of the search
committee. Selected by the various constituencies
of the College to serve with him are: Trustees
The Rt. Rev. John Harris Burt, Bishop of Ohio;
Edgar G. Davis '53 of Indianapolis, Ind.; David
W. Kendall of Detroit, Mich.; John G. Smale of
Cincinnati, Ohio; and Richard L. Thomas '53 of
Chicago; Alumni representative William T. Reed
'60 of Princeton, N.J.; Faculty representatives
Daniel T. Finkbeiner, professor of chemistry, and
Galbraith M. Crump, professor of English; and
students Cornelia S. Ireland '76 of Cleveland
Heights, O., and Matthew S.L. Mees '75 of
Enfield, Conn.
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New Dean of The Residential
College Named
President Caples has announced the
appointment of Susan Tuttle Givens to the newly
created post of Dean of the Residential College.
Acting through the Student Affairs Center,
Dean Givens will have direct responsibility for the
Resident Advisor program in Kenyon's residence
halls and will provide counseling and career
planning services through her office.
She has had a variety of educational
experience before arriving at Kenyon. She was
recently awarded a masters degree in College
Student Personnel at Indiana University,
Bloomington, Ind. She earned her B.A. in art in
1962 from Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. From
April, 1968 to February, 1971 she was Assistant to
the Dean of Students at Allegheny. Previously,
she had spent two years as coordinator of volunteer
work for the Allegheny County, Pa. (Pittsburgh)
United Fund, and four years as an elementary art
teacher at the Gateway Union School District of
Pittsburgh.
Commenting on her first days at Kenyon,
Dean Givens says she is "very impressed by the
spirit of cooperativeness between students and
administration here."
Besides her designated responsibilities, Dean
Givens spoke of her long range goals:
"I'd like to develop a residence hall advisor
program for all housing units—not just freshmen.
I see a need for a communications system through
the residence halls for upperclassmen as well. Their
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Douglas L. Givens

Mr. Givens Named To
Development Staff
Meanwhile, working on the other side of
Middle Path, is the new dean's husband, Douglas
L. Givens, who has been named Assistant to the
Vice President for Development, to work with
Lewis F. Treleaven in various fund raising and
planning duties.
Mr. Givens recently received his master's
degree in college student personnel administration
from Indiana University, and a B.S. from the
same university in 1970. An Anderson, Indiana
native, he is currently involved in research on
group formation with a study entitled "The Effect
of Physical and Functional Distance Upon Group
Formation."
He is a member of the National Association
of Student Personnel Administrators, the Indiana
Association of Student Personnel Administrators,
Delta Tau Delta fraternity, Y.M.C.A., and Mt.
Vernon's Committee on Planning Services.

,wi
/

needs are different from freshmen and I hope we
can develop a program to meet them."
"She added, "I would like to establish my
office as a place for women who want to take a
problem to another woman, and as an information
center for special women's programs. I also want
to encourage male students to seek counseling
from my office."
The recently-married Dean Givens is a
member of numerous professional organizations
including: National Association of Women Deans
and Counselors, National Association of Student
Personnel Administrators, American College
Personnel Association, Pennsylvania Association of
Women Deans and Counselors, and the
Pennsylvania State Education Association.

\

Prof. Jegla wins NSF
Research Grant
Biology professor Dr. Thomas C. Jegla is
spending his sabbatical leave in the laboratory,
using his $26,900 study grant from the National
Science Foundation.
The grant, which is officially awarded to the
educational institution accommodating the
research, supports Dr. Jegla's project entitled,
"Molting Physiology and Biochemistry of
Horseshoe Crab Larvae." It will support the
project for 24 months, effective October 1973.
Dr. Jegla has been on the Kenyon College
faculty since 1966 and previously taught at the
University of Minnesota. He received his
undergraduate degree in 1958 at Michigan State
University and an M.S. and Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois in 1960 and 1964,
respectively.
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Fire Prevention and Safety
A Community Effort

Four student members of the College Township Volunteer
Fire Department are checked out on fire extinguishers by
Fire Chief Hobart Brown (in light coat). The student fire
men are Ken Thompson '76 (kneeling), Homer Richards
'74, Brad Heinz '74, and Jay Andress '75.

There's a new twist to fire prevention and
firefighting in Gambier. It's name is Operation
Fireguard.
Still in its first year of trial, Operation
Fireguard blends the expertise of the College
Township Volunteer Fire Department and student
activism to prevent and combat fires on the
campus. Dean of Students Thomas J. Edwards,
who developed the concept, said "Last year it
occurred to me that even though we had
experienced and trained personnel in the College
Township Volunteer Fire Department, we were
not taking advantage of them in our own program
of student fire prevention. In effect we were
carrying on parallel courses of duty.
"Operation Fireguard has the volunteer fire
department and the college working together on
fire prevention. Members of the fire department
go into the residence halls and meet with students
to instruct them in the use of the fire-fighting
equipment at their disposal, fire precautions, and
how to react in case of fire."
Most of the fire department personnel
holding meetings in the residence halls are
themselves students. Hobart Brown, chief of the
College Township Fire Department said there are
now seven Kenyon students as members of the fire
department. "We normally take three sophomores
each year for training as firemen," he said. "This

year we had more than 100 applications for those
three spots. Those we select are given 120 hours of
training throughout the year in victim care, fire
training, and rescue."
The College Township Fire Department now
has more than 40 volunteer fire-fighters, and 10
pieces of equipment. The newest addition to the
fire-fighting arsenal is a $40,000 fire truck to help
handle the more than 75 fire calls the department
receives each year. In addition the department's
rescue and ambulance vehicles are called into
action more than 150 times a year.
According to Brown, Operation Fireguard
has been very effective in raising fire-consciousness
among students. "Before Operation Fireguard,
students in the residence halls were only subjected
to a few fire drills. We felt that these drills alone
were not effective and that some kind of first-aid
fire-fighting instruction was needed to supplement
simple fire drills."
Those directing Operation Fireguard feel that
the program is unique among colleges in the
nation. Concluded Dean Edwards, "What is
unique and good is that the fire department itself
has a diversity of personnel representing all
segments of the community in a joint effort to
provide fire and ambulance service to the
community."
3
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BSU Holds Student - Faculty
Talent Night
Kenyon's Black Student Union gave its first
annual benefit talent show in October to raise
money for a scholarship for Black students.
Some 15 acts were introduced by the evening's
Emcee, Prof. Paul Schwartz, and included were
singing and instrumental groups, mime, poetry
readings, and dance routines with both students
and professors participating. The result: about
$650 into a special fund to provide scholarship aid
for a black student or students. The BSU hopes to
make this an annual affair.
Prof. Paul Schwartz, the delightful emcee
of the B.S.U. benefit talent show, introduced
himself as the performer of this presenta
tion of musical variations, with audience
participation.
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This trio of Patreca Murrell '75, Geraldine Coleman '74,
and Leantin Bracks '74 were among the student and
faculty performers in the B.S.U. show, titled "A Com
pletely Unique Experience." And it was. Miss Coleman
was chairperson for the event.

The first week of fall sports at Kenyon was
anything but encouraging. Otterbein dashed the
gridders' hopes for another undefeated season and
also robbed the Lords of a record seventh
consecutive win. In Tiffin, the soccer team opened
their longest schedule ever—11 games—by
dropping a 1 point decision to a surprising
Heidelberg team but from there on, things
picked up.
Football
After the Lords' 30-8 loss to Otterbein in the
home opener, they went on the road to defeat
Washington and Jefferson, 28-23 and Wooster
16-6 on hostile turf. But returning home the Lords
lost another, this time a 17-16 nail biter to Mt.
Union on Alumni Day.
It took another road victory, a 31-0
whitewash of Case-Western Reserve before
Kenyon had enough momentum to win at home.
And win they did, as the Lords mashed Oberlin's
highly touted passing game and put together
one of their own for a 49-0 triumph.
With confidence up and awareness down,
the Lords took the road once more, hoping to
extend their away win-skein to four at Grove City,
Pa. But the scrappy Wolverines who the week
before had won their first game in two years, put
the clamps on Kenyon, shutting out the Lords
13-0, the first shut-out against Kenyon since
Bald win-Wallace did it in 1971.
Records fell like flies through the first seven
weeks of the season: Hard-running fullback Joe
Szmania, just a junior, set an all-time rushing
record for Kenyon surpassing the 1650 career
yardage mark established by Nate Withington,
1958-1961. In the process Szmania extended his
career carries record beyond the 330 mark he
began the season with. Giovanni DiLalla, the
Lords' premier sophomore, soccer-style
place-kicker used his talented foot to carve his
name into the Lord record books. He now holds
Kenyon records for most field goals in a single
game (three v. Wooster, 1973), most field goals
in a season (five, 1973), most career field goals at
eight, and the career PAT kicking record with 39
conversions. The 5-4, 140, Italian is also closing in
on the consecutive PAT mark of 13 with his
current total of 11 (two games to play).
Other 1972 records of more or less distinction
include: most punts both teams (21 v.

Washington-Jefferson); most penalties (10 v.
Oberlin); and most opponent yards penalized
(108 v. Wooster & Oberlin).
Kenyon's junior quarterback Pat Clements,
heir apparent to the passing dynasty established by
his immediate predecessors, Dan Handel and Bill
Christen, managed to lead the OAC in passing
and rank third in the nation for most of the
season.
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Giovanni DiLalla kicks another, and another, and an
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"Smokin" Joe Szmania on one of his carries
toward a new Kenyon rushing record.
Soccer
A short distance from McBride Field—on
Falkenstine Field—things began to click following
the opening (3-2) loss to Heidelberg. Riding a
wave of persuasive victories and upsets over
highly ranked Ashland College and Wooster
College, Jim Zak's booters managed to win all but
one crucial game in the final days of the season.
Ohio Wesleyan stopped the Lords 3-1 on a Friday
night in Delaware, most likely depriving the Lords
of a bid to the NCAA regional tournament.

But as we go to press the soccer team is still
laying in wait of a bid to the Midwest Liberal Arts
College tournament.
Field Hockey
On the women's sports scene the field hockey
team went from Lordettes to Ladies (the new
official name for Kenyon's women athletic teams)
and posted a respectable 3-3-2 record. Karen
Burke, second year women's coach, is now in the
process of steering the Ladies through their first
schedule of intercollegiate volleyball with hopes of
entering championship, women's competition in
the sport next season. Come winter Ms. Burke will
change hats and become women's basketball coach
as the Lady cagers begin their second season on
the hardwood.
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Colleges and universities have once again en
tered an era in which the search for the able and
desired admission candidate is taking on new
dimensions. As the number of college-bound high
school graduates decreases and as the post-secon
dary options available to students increase, colleges
like Kenyon are beginning to see a decline in the
number of both entering and continuing students.
For schools which depend heavily on tuition in
come this presents real survival problems and is
causing everyone to take a hard look at the meth
ods available to the recruiting forces. The scarcity
of potential candidates is also giving rise to a great
many recruiting practices condemned as unethical
by the National Association of College Admissions
Counselors. We must be constantly aware of any
activity that can be construed as unethical, and in
all our dealings must present as accurate and hon
est a picture of our College as we can.
The main problem that Kenyon faces in a bid
to attract the students of diverse background and
intellectual promise we need and want is one of
visibility. Most of you reading this article know of
Kenyon because you went here, or have sons or
daughters enrolled, and you naturally assume that
everyone else is aware of the exceptional oppor
tunity for intellectual and personal development
The photograph on the opposite page was suggested by
students for the College catalog as being an especially
typical scene at Kenyon. This, and the photos on the
following pages, are representative of those used in the
catalog and other admissions literature to give prospec
tive students a picture of Kenyon and Gambier.

Admissions
at Kenyon:
The Problem

and A Solution

by
John D. Kushan
Director of Admissions
7

available in such an environment. But it just is not
the case. It is amazing how few people know of
Kenyon, can locate it for you, or tell you what it
is or does. What we really are talking about is
prestige, and in the academic world, that refers to
reputation with prospective students as well as with
the graduate and professional schools and with
other college faculties. We frequently hear com
ments such as "Kenyon! Oh yes, that is a great
school!" But the person making the comment
usually knows no more about us than the surface
quality expressed in the statement. It is true that
many people in Ohio have heard of Kenyon or
known someone who attended Kenyon, but these
same persons do not bother to find out what
Kenyon is today. It is one thing for us to be secure
in the knowledge that we try, by constant selfexamination and change, to provide an atmosphere
and facilities necessary for quality in education. It
is entirely another matter to publicize this fact
widely. Indeed, it is almost an impossible task
because headlines and publicity one year are soon
forgotten by the next college generation.
In order to spread the name of Kenyon to as
wide an audience as possible and to create an
image of Kenyon in as many as possible of the
27,000 high schools across the country, the Admis
sions staff is working with the executive committee
of the Alumni Council to encourage alumni par
ticipation in a program to bring Kenyon before
students and counselors in widely scattered parts
of the country. The staff of three and one-half
professionals on the Admissions Office staff cannot
hope to visit more than 1000 to 1200 of the high
schools in a typical recruiting season. Therefore
alumni have been asked, in a mailing over the
summer, to volunteer to call on counselors and
high school prospects in their own high school dis
tricts to talk about Kenyon. About 200 alumni
immediately responded and named schools in
which they would like to represent Kenyon. It is
especially pleasing to see the wide geographic pat
tern represented. Materials have been sent to all
these alumni to help them understand Kenyon as
it is today, so that an accurate picture can be pre
sented by someone no longer living on the campus.
Alumni who do not have the time or who
would not feel comfortable calling on counselors
can give a great deal of help in another way, one
that is much less time consuming. Every alumnus
every day comes across a potential Kenyon student
in many different ways and different places. The
daily newspaper is one very good source for it
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contains the names and stories about students who
are doing outstanding things, from achieving Eagle
Scout rank, acting, athletics, winning master points
in bridge to receiving honors in a science fair. Stu
dents today run many volunteer programs that
receive publicity, and they help in every commu
nity drive. It only takes a minute to seek the home
address of students mentioned and to send the
name and address on to the Admissions Office so
that we can send information about Kenyon. It
takes only a few minutes to pick up the phone to
call the student to put in a good word about Ken
yon. Everyone has friends who have college age
children, and yet Kenyon is not often mentioned
to these friends. Too many alumni hesitate, for
whatever reason, to spread the name of Kenyon.
It could be that many feel it is not necessary. It is.
Please do it.
Many alumni think they do not know enough
about the Kenyon of today or the factors consid
ered in evaluating an applicant to either encourage
or discourage a prospective student. Perhaps the
answers to the following questions will help give a
better understanding of what we look for in a
student and where the admissions picture is at the
moment. Certainly the Office can and will willingly
provide answers to specific questions. Feel free to
call on us.

"What are the factors considered when an
applicant is being evaluated?" There are many
ways to arrive at a decision on each applicant and
explaining the rationale behind each decision is
sometimes difficult. I do believe that at Kenyon
we give a great deal of individual attention to each
application and the most obvious evidence on each
one is the record of previous school and classroom
success. Such things as grades, class rank and stan
dardized test scores come immediately to mind and
frequently cause concern to students, but these tell
the members of the Admissions Committee more
than an average or where a student stands in
comparison to some norm. For instance the level
and variety of courses taken and the school in
which the courses are studied give some evidence
of the mental toughness and discipline the student
possesses, as well as of the curiosity, inquisitiveness
and enthusiasm for ideas that we can expect. The
way the student answers the questions on the appli
cation form gives some indication of ability in
self-expression, honesty and sensitivity, not only to
self but to others. We are also quite concerned that
the applicant have a genuine interest in continuing
learning. Students also reveal, we hope, a great
deal about their prospects for being a contributing
member of the college community. This does not
mean that they must have a long list of member
ships or activities from secondary school. It can
simply mean an "other-directedness" that will al
low some kind of an impact on fellow students and
the community. Lastly we are concerned about the
impressions the student has made on acquaintances
and teachers which show in the kind of official
school recommendation that is given, check list
types of evaluations and letters of reference. We
want to know what those who know the student
think are major strengths and weaknesses. Will our
kind of unstructured environment prove too much
to handle? These are many of the questions we try
to answer as we form an opinion from all the evi
dence available to us. It is not easy and it is not
a science.
"Has the fact that Kenyon has become coedu
cational had an effect on the quality or quantity
of the applications?" Naturally the number of
applications has increased because we receive ap
plications from women now, but it has been grati
fying to see the number of male applicants grow.
Kenyon is now attractive to many men who previ
ously shied away from a rural, all-male environ
ment. Yet the number of applications can be a
misleading statistic, because there is a tremendous

amount of self-selection that takes place at a col
lege such as Kenyon. Most of the students who
apply are qualified for admission on an academic
basis. This happens because students today do a
rather thorough job of researching colleges and
requirements. They will not apply if they feel they
will have too difficult a time. They ask questions
about the academic pressures and environment and
they do not want a situation where they will be
unhappy because they must worry about grades.
The students who apply to Kenyon have good
secondary school records and have some sort of
commitment to learning. It has been pleasing to us
to see that the qualifications of the men and
women applicants have not differed since this is
not the case in many coeducational colleges. In the
past three years we have had freshman classes
numbering about 450 students, and we have to
admit about 900 students to get this number.
"The fact that Kenyon needs to be made
more visible was mentioned. Just where do the
Kenyon students come from and where is Kenyon
visible?" About 85% of the student population
comes from East of the Mississippi River, with
Ohio contributing about 25-30% of the students.
Other states that we draw heavily from are Penn
sylvania, Connecticut, Michigan, the greater Dis
trict of Columbia area (Montgomery County,
Maryland and Northern Virginia), New York,
New Jersey and Massachusetts. Many of our stu
dents are from urban and suburban high schools
and about 25% of them are from independent
schools. We do not try, in a student population as
small as ours, for a wide geographic spread, but
we very definitely would like to draw more heavily
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from states West of Ohio. We cannot become too
dependent on any one area for students. In the
past two years we have noticed an increase in the
number of students from the South, and we hope
this continues to grow. We welcome applicants
from any area. One of our great strengths is that
students from any background and any type of
community and school can find complete comfort
in our environment. There is a tremendous toler
ance and respect among our students that allows
for differences to make no difference.
"Why do students choose Kenyon? What fac
tors are most influential in choice?" Actually, we
survey each entering class on their reasons for
applying to Kenyon and where they first heard of
us. What has been the case at Kenyon for many
years (and also at most other colleges) is parental
influence. Guidance counselors, friends, and alumni
rank 2, 3 and 4 in influence. You can see that the
work that alumni do can have a very positive
influence. The other reasons in order of frequency
with our students are the College's informational
materials, present students, college guides, admis
sions staff, campus visit, and faculty. After a stu
dent has applied, the most significant factor in his
decision to attend Kenyon if accepted is the aca
demic reputation of the school. This item is listed
nearly ten times as frequently as the nearest other
factor—size of the college. For this reason we have
to be constantly aware that what we do as a col
lege has validity in the world.

10

"What impact does being in a rural area have
at Kenyon ? Are more students avoiding metropoli
tan areas?" The last few years have seen a distinct
shift away from the "Boston, New York, Washing
ton, D.C. syndrome" that was in effect for a time.
Much of this shift is tied to the "clean air-back to
nature" movement, and students today have a
tremendous interest in outdoor activities such as
back-packing and camping. I believe there is still
great disenchantment with the hassles of urban
living among the youth. One of the frequent ques
tions we get from prospective students concerns
life in Gambier and what students here do. This is
directly related to the size of the community. For
this reason we must be constantly aware of student
interest and provide stimulation from the outside
in the form of lectures, concerts and other cultural
events. We try to provide as much of this as pos
sible, but it is still necessary for students to call on
their own resources on occasion. A student who
sits back and says "Entertain me" is not likely to
find much happiness here.
"Occasionally one hears references to Kenyon
as the 'Princeton of the midwest.' What does this
statement mean?" That statement is meaningless
as far as I can see, and I consider it a poor com
parison. In point of fact the kind of student who
is looking at Kenyon is more likely to make appli
cations to places such as Bowdoin, Brown, Colgate,
Denison, Duke, Hamilton, Hobart, Lawrence,
Middlebury, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Trinity and
Williams. These are, in alphabetical order, the
schools with which we have the most cross appli
cations. I believe the list represents in some way
the thinking of many students today—smaller col
leges, away from the urban areas. It also says a
great deal about the places from which we draw
our students.
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"Many students look at small colleges because
they are seeking close relationships and under
standing. Is this possible at Kenyon since the
school has grown to 1400 students?" Kenyon is
still a small college with a student-faculty ratio of
13-1. It is very possible to have all the encourage
ment and support necessary to achieve at the level
the student wants. Class size is still such that there
is a great deal of discussion and interaction in the
classroom. For instance, this semester there are 319
courses being offered and only 23 have enrollments
in excess of 40. The median class size is 10-14.
Students still have ready access to professors and
can develop as close a relationship as they wish. I
must point out, however, that the faculty do not
force themselves on students. The initiative for
help and encouragement must come from the
student.
"Many colleges have made drastic curriculum
changes and have gone to unusual or different
calendars for the academic year. Do these changes
enter into the admissions picture at Kenyon in any
way?" Kenyon was one of the first colleges to
move away from the kind of preservative curricu
lum that was fashionable until recently. We were
among the leaders in emphasizing the student s

role in designing a program that best suited him.
Of course, our students do this with a lot of faculty
guidance and within constraints that ensure that
their curriculum has balance. You should empha
size to prospective students that Kenyon has no
required courses, but that the College still preserves
the traditional emphasis of liberal education. A
lot of bright young people are seeking exactly that
kind of college.
"Does liberal education have relevance today ?
Does it prepare people to do something useful?
To get a job?" While it is true that liberal education prepares people for nothing in particular, it is
just as true that it prepares them for just about
anything. A recent government survey has shown
that most job opportunities exist for those who
have been broadly educated, rather than narrowly
trained, and who can think and respond flexibly.
Moreover, more and more people are realizing that
education is just as importantly addressed to leisure
time as to work. You can show potential students
what you and your fellow alumni have accom
plished in all aspects of your life and we think
you can speak to them out of your own convictions
about the persistent values of what you found at
Kenyon.
As you can see there is a great need for help
and support from all alumni. We must make
Kenyon known in as many high schools as possible,
and everyone of you can help by becoming aware
of all the potential students who would thrive in
our environment but are not aware that Kenyon
is in Gambier, Ohio.
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Alumni Day, 1973
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The weather cooperated beautifully this year
for the annual Alumni Day homecoming. The
Mt. Union Purple Raiders provided the only
discordant note for more than 200 returning
grads who came back to the Hill for the day.
The tent at the south end of McBride field
was the focal point, before the football game for a
buffet lunch, and following for beer and visiting
among alumni, students, faculty and staff. The
divisions also had open house parties on the Hill
to cap off a great day in Gambier.

Larry Harbison '42 and Mrs. Harbison spot
an old friend across the way.
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Riggs Miller '58, Will Reed '60, and Dave
Taft '60 in obvious enjoyment of the day's
activities.
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Chicago Alumni Have Active Schedule
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Joe Szmania, and the Lords, were just barely
stopped by the Mt. Union Purple Raiders,
17 to 16 in the Alumni Day football game.

Steve Block battles for the ball in the morn
ing soccer game with Baldwin Wallace which
the Lord's eventually won easily 6 to 0.
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The calendars of Chicago alumni are dotted
with reminders of events planned this year by their
local alumni association.
Their season opened with a picnic in
September which some 42 members attended in
the rain. Scheduled events include luncheons in
October, November, January, March and April,
and the annual Alumni Dinner on April 19.
The luncheon programs feature speakers on
topics ranging from income tax to Kenyon
football, and include Chicago area alumni. Robie
Macauly '41, fiction editor of Playboy magazine
was to speak on October 31, an alumnus who is a
certified public accountant will give the program
on personal income tax on January 30, and Jeff
Slade '62 of the Chicago Corporation will discuss
personal investment objectives at the March 29
luncheon.
The first alumna to be elected to an Association office is
Kappy Seaton '72 (center) who is Assistant Vice President
and Social Chairperson of the Chicago Area Association.
Surrounding her are (left to right) Dave Bradford '67,
vice president; Tom Hoffman '62, Luncheon Chairman;
Pete Travis '61, President; and Bill Russell '62, Treasurer.
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New Kenyon Legacies
These students, listed here with
their Kenyon-affiliated relatives, have
entered the College this fall:
Sarah Allan—uncle, John B. Sledge '46
Lynn Baker—father, Bernard '36
David Blank—brother, Martin '73
John Bogasky—uncle, The Rev.
Walter L. Edelman '58
Chris Bright—father, L.J. '52
Martha Brooks-—father, K.W. '46
Lisa Bullock—brother, Tom '74
Elizabeth Carson—brother, Jim '75;
father, John G. '54
Fred Collord—stepfather, Dr. Carl E.
Cassidy '46
Kim Effron—brother, David '76
Todd Faus—brother, Brad '75
Floyd Fishleigh—brother, Harry '75
Alan Frank—brother, Mark '72
Judy Gartman—brother, Tom '71
Charles Glasrud—father, Clarence A.
Chris Grebey—father, Clarence '49
John Gregg—great grandfather, Henry
S. '81; grandfather, John W. '18
great uncle, Jesse A. '14
Ellen Griggs—father, Alexander '53;
uncle, John Oliver '62
Ben Gross—brother, Barry '72
Dwight Hammond—brother, Ulysses
'73
Karen Handel—brother, Dan '73
Neal Hitchcock—brother, Ned '63
Nancy Holt—brother, Stuart '75
John Jambor—father, James '42
Mary L. Jansen—sister, Debbie '75
Linda Kelley—grandfather, Calvin B.
Furlong '26; uncle, Calvin D.
Furlong '59; uncle, Richard A.
Furlong '57
Kristin Larson—sister, Laurie '75
David McClave—father, Richard '47
Brian McDonald—brother, Kevin '75
Patricia Mauro—brother, James '66
William Morgan—father, Howard '38;
brother, Howard, Jr. '72
Roderick O'Connor—brother, Dennis
'72
Richard Ohanesian—brother, Paul '75
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The current Alumni Association officers are (left to
right) Calvin S. Frost, Jr., '63, First Vice President; David
A. Kuhn '51, President; and Gerald J. Fields '62, Second
Vice President.
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The three newest Executive Council members are
(left to right) David D. Taft '60, Norman D. Nichol '53,
and Patrick A. McGraw '63.

Carole Patton—sister, Jeanne '73
Susan Rector—grandfather, Louis
Bacon '09; uncle, Silas Axtell '06;
cousin, Silas Axtell, Jr. '52; cousin,
Halton Axtell '53
Stanley Varnhagen—father, Stephen
J. '49
W. James Weissman—stepfather,
Stephen E. '62
Joseph Wickham—brother, Henry '72;
sister, Barbara '76
Dennis Wipper—brother, Ed '73
Anthony Woeltz—sister, Jessie '73
Roger Young—father, J.D. '40
Pam Zimmerman—stepbrother, Byard
Clemmons '70; stepbrother, Tom
Clemmons '75
Entering with Advanced Standing
Wendy Louise Lewis—father, William
E. Jr., '43
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Robert J. Carr '50 is chairman of Alumni
Reunion '74.

A Report

Executive Council Plans Active Year

The Kenyon Alumni Association has em
barked on a positive program for the year 1973-74,
"dedicated to provide a service to the College and
designed to produce visible results—not only in the
near future but, in most instances, in this academic
year."
That is the report of David A. Kuhn '51,
president of the Association, following the meeting
of the Association's Executive Council on October
6. Kuhn divides the effort in two general cate
gories, activities of service to the College, and
activities of internal interest to strengthen the
Association.
Two major service efforts for alumni will be
in the areas of job placement and admissions.
Norman P. Nichol '53 is heading the program
on job placement. Alumni and friends will be
actively solicited this year to provide leads for
summer employment opportunities for Kenyon stu
dents. In addition and as a continuing program,
the Job Placement Sub-Committee of the Council
will undertake a study of the most effective ways
to solicit permanent employment opportunities for
graduating seniors and alumni. In both these pro
grams the Alumni Association's role will be to fer
ret out the opportunities and channel them to the
responsible official of the College, rather than to
establish a permanent placement service.
Nichol is also in charge of an Alumni Survey,
a questionnaire to be mailed to every alumnus,
alumna, and matriculant. It is intended that the
survey will be multi-purpose and will solicit infor
mation to be utilized to extend the Association's
efforts in various service activities. It will also serve
to up-date the records in the Alumni Office at the
College which is crucial to the efficient operation
of all alumni programs. The Association urges all
alumni to complete the questionnaire when it is
received later this year.
The mission of the Admissions effort, under
the leadership of William C. Williams '54, has

been changed from a general "one-on-one" recruit
ment program to one in which alumni representa
tives will be assigned to public high schools in their
area of residence. They will work directly with the
college counselors in these schools in an attempt
to stimulate interest in Kenyon. This program
(described by Admissions Director John Kushan
elsewhere in this issue) will be extended into 28
areas which, when fully manned, will require about
400 alumni volunteers.
Always a major alumni effort, the Kenyon
Fund has as its goal $180,000, a ten percent in
crease over last year's successful goal of $165,000.
Charles R. Leech '52 will again head the Kenyon
Fund drive, which will give special attention to the
stimulation of the giving habits of the younger
alumni who have been away from Kenyon for ten
years or less. The Association considers this to be
of prime importance because, through the succes
sive graduations of larger classes, this group is
rapidly becoming the silent majority of the alumni.
A Subcommittee on Communications, headed
by William S. Reed '60, represents a consolidation
of several previous efforts to strengthen the ties of
alumni among themselves, with the students, and
with the College administration. Progress in the
revitalization of local alumni groups, the publica
tion of an Alumni Newsletter, and in maintaining
a dialogue with undergraduates has been made. In
the coming year through cooperation with the Stu
dent Council, it is hoped that the dialogues of the
past will result in a visible project to be shared by
alumni and students.
Plans for internal or "housekeeping" activities
include those for Alumni Day, Reunion Weekend,
and the Alumni Seminar. The Reunion Weekend,
May 31-June 2, is under the chairmanship of Rob
ert J. Carr, Jr. '50, and the Rev. Walter H. Taylor
'60 is chairman this year for the Alumni Seminar.
It is reported that both these programs will have
an innovative new look for 1974.
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Ait Interview With John Scott

The U. S.—Soviet Detente
by
Sam Barone '72
International correspondent John Scott
recently spent two weeks in residence at Kenyon
College as a visiting professor under a new
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation program.
Scott, a 22-year Time magazine writer, and
a five-year veteran of foreign news media before
that, had recently returned from a seven-week
journey through the Soviet Union before arriving
in Gambier.
Consequently, from his opening lecture on
"U.S.-Soviet Detente," Scott spoke exhaustively
about conditions in the U.S.S.R. During his
14-day stay he addressed numerous classes in many
disciplines, held special interest evening seminars,
and maintained office hours each afternoon during
which 15-20 students daily visited with him in his
Norton Hall apartment.
Kenyon was the first college to host a
Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow making it the
proving ground for the multi-thousand dollar
venture. This novel program was conceived by the
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation, and
16

funded through a three-year grant from the Lilly
Endowment of Indianapolis, in an effort to "span
the gap between the academic community and the
outside world." The program places representatives
from business, industry, public affairs, and the
professions on liberal arts college campuses for
a week or more as visiting professors.
John Scott is a recognized authority on foreign
affairs who has spent most of his adult life
traveling through Europe and the Far East. He
is in a strong position to evaluate the Soviet
regime, having spent five years "working as a
Russian among Russians" during the Depression.
After leaving the University of Wisconsin, he
received a welder's certificate and worked in the
Magnitogorsk steel complex, out of a desire to see
the world and write. It was during this period
that he met and married his wife, Masha.
Scott has published some 14 books on inter
national affairs, several of which are directed to
young audiences and college students. The
following are excerpts from an interview with
Scott on U.S.-Sov;et relations and related topics.
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What is the feeling in Europe and the Soviet
Union concerning the Watergate affair?
Most people in these countries live under
totalitarian regimes where it is assumed that
telephones are tapped and that people in power
take extreme measures to maintain themselves.
Brezhnev won't try to muddy the waters with
Nixon by bringing up the subject for conversation.
And, consequently it's seldom mentioned in the
Soviet press. After all, how many people has Nixon
killed through Watergate, what damage has he
done to personal property. Look at Stalin and the
thousands of people he liquidated. Watergate is
just nothing big to these people.

How will Watergate affect the United States'
relations with foreign nations ?
Watergate extends itself into this arena only
to the extent that it could prevent Nixon from
fulfilling his foreign commitments. As of yet
it has not.

Does the Soviet Union feel its position with the
United States is threatened in view of the restored
Chinese-American relations ?
A distinction at first must be drawn between
the Soviet government and the Russian people.
The Russian people are generally pro-Nixon and
pro-United States. They think they understand
Nixon; he's their kind of guy, which is rather an
insult to the President. The Soviet government sees
Nixon's relations with China as pure political

realism on the part of the President—renewing
relations with a developing power after a lapse
with no mutual recognition. The real ideological
buffs of the Soviet Union—the hard-line
Communists—no doubt view Nixon's approach to
China as a reintroduction of classical imperialism
to U.S. foreign policy. They see us trying to
establish money markets in China.
Why is the Soviet Union so anxious to improve
its relations with the United States of late?
The Soviet Union would like to get a number
of things from the United States—not the least of
which is $2 billion worth of wheat. Also, they'd
like to see U.S.-Soviet trade up from a 1972-level
of $560 million to the $12 billion level of the
U.S.-Japan trade. Of course, they'll never reach
that level of trade with us; there simply isn't that
much we can trade.
On other fronts the Soviet Union recently
found themselves with a tremendous technological
gap. And instead of developing new technology
themselves, the Soviets have decided it's more
economical to buy it from countries that already
have it. Consequently, they've recently contracted
an Italian auto-manufacturing firm to build auto
plants in the U.S.S.R., and they tried to get
I.B.M. to build a computer-manufacturing plant
in the Soviet Union and to train Russians in
computer craftsmanship. I.B.M. has not been able
to come to terms with the Soviets, however,

•••••MM

because the Soviet government and economy has
no provisions for collateral and equity financing,
which, of course, a capitalist conglomerate such as
I.B.M. relies upon. Generally, however, until
Nixon went to Moscow and Brezhnev came to
America it was difficult to even discuss topics such
as this.
How can detente generally be defined ?
Detente is a French word meaning a reduction
of tensions among several powers. In this context
it is a means of improving relations through which
the Russians hope to secure some of the things
they can't get otherwise.
What does The United States seek through
detente?
We need energy and the Russians have it.
Under an arrangement that has been discussed the
United States, within the next 20 years, would
get 20 per cent of its total fuel consumption in
the form of liquified natural gas from the Soviets.
But getting the fuel from the Soviet Union to the
United States is a big problem, involving a lot of
pipeline construction, and costly conversion
facilities. If a plan to get Soviet gas was agreed
to today, and the money secured tomorrow, it
would still be five years before the fuel would
begin flowing into the United States distribution
systems.
Also, through detente, we'd like to have
stability in the Middle East where the Soviet
Union currently has vast interests. Secretary of
State Kissinger is now working on this problem in
a big way. (Ed. note: Scott was interviewed prior
to the outbreak of the Middle East war.)
Finally, the Soviets have been instrumental in
inducing, supporting and supplying liberation
movements throughout the world which have
generally upsetting effects. One such movement
was just stopped in Chile with the overthrow of
Allende.
How has life in Russia changed since the first
time you visited?
I first visited Russia in 1932 and since then
life has improved vastly. Food, clothing, housing,
transportation, human liberties and leisurely
pastimes—all these aspects have improved. All
things considered, if a democratic government in
1918 had been allowed to continue it could have
done better. The resources of the nation and the
numbers and diligence of its people might better
have been utilized.
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What conceptions do the Russians hold about
life in America?
They know we have a higher standard of
living than they do, easier access to motor vehicles,
better housing, etc. But they also know we have
slums, drug abuse, racial conflict and pollution.
How is The United States depicted in the Soviet
press?
Reporting of American affairs in the Soviet
press is usually very factual and fair. For example
—about Skylab—the reporting was a strict recital
of the various exercises performed day-to-day by
the astronauts, and by implication it was laudatory
of the American space effort. There is some
derogatory reporting about the U.S. For instance,
prior to Aug. 15, there were pieces about American
atrocities in bombing Cambodia; or, about alleged
U.S. contributions to the conspiracy to bring down
Allende. And there are occasional stories about
labor strikes and other disorders in the U.S. which
to the Russians emphasize class struggle in
capitalist regimes.
One must not identify detente with con
vergence. The Soviets remain Marxist Leninists
who feel capitalism is on the way out, and that
Communism, over the years, will take over.
Through detente there is cooperation, but this
must be interpreted for their part as an opportunity
to advance Soviet interests.
What course of world affairs could damage
detente?
There is always the danger that some colonel
on either side could accidentally touch off nuclear
war by triggering an exchange of missiles, but
this eventuality has been greatly reduced over the
years through new safeguarding techniques. War
in the Middle East could bring severe pressures
to bear on the U.S. and the Soviet Union, as could
military tensions along the Sino-Soviet border
in Eastern Asia. Finally, I would say a change
of leadership in the Soviet Union in the direction
of a more hard-line, anti-U.S. regime would
destroy detente.
Over the next several years do you see The United
States intensifying its commitments to either the
U.S.S.R. or China?
We ought to be minimally committed to both
Russia and China. I don't see any reason why we
should, or that we are, extending our commitments
to either nation over the next five years.

Teaching Physics in Jamaica
by
Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr.

The English-speaking Caribbean has
five million people spread over dis
tances of 2000 miles from east to west,
and 1500 miles from north to south.
Most of the population is concentrated
on the islands: two million in Jamaica,
one million in Trinidad, and 300,000 in
Barbados. Guyana, on the South
American mainland, has a population
of 700,000, but participates only in a
limited degree in the University. All of
the other countries and territories
contribute to the running expenses of
the University. The wide-spread geog
raphy and concentrated populations of
the region dictate the unique form and
operation of the University.
The University was originally found
ed in 1948 as the University College of
the West Indies, with an affiliation with
the University of London, and a large
site on the outskirts of Kingston was
picked out for the campus. Mountains
surround the campus on three sides,
and on a clear day you can see the tips
of 5000 foot peaks five miles away
from your vantage point near sea level.
Fortunately, enough land was originally
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During the academic year 1972-73 Dr.
Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr., Associate Profes
sor of Physics, was on sabbatical leave at
the Physics Department of the University of
the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica. This
article is part of his report to the Kenyon
community on his experience while away
from Gambier.

ing extensive transportation, campuses
were established in Trinidad and Bar
bados about ten years ago. It is tempt
ing to think of these as branch cam
puses, but they have equal status with
the original campus, and therein lies
one of the chief problems of the Uni
versity. Curricula, examinations and
some other matters of policy and ad
ministration must be uniform for the
three campuses. The University spends
a great deal of money sending its ad
ministrators and faculty to other cam
puses for meetings, and the postage and
telephone bills must be staggering, but

provided to allow the University space
in which to grow, and the buildings are
widely spaced. In many parts of the
campus, covered walkways lead from
building to building to protect against
the heavy rains which come in the fall
and spring. An abandoned aqueduct
leading across the campus, and the
chapel, which was originally a sugar
warehouse, remind one that the land
was once a sugar estate.
Jamaica is a thousand miles from the
islands in the Eastern Caribbean, and
to provide higher education for the
students of this region without requir-
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changes and innovations are made ex
ceedingly slowly.
The University operates on the En
glish system of instruction, in which the
only requirement for getting credit for
a course is passing an examination at
the end of the year. The syllabuses for
the courses are published in the Uni
versity Calendar, and the lectures and
tutorials (recitation classes) are op
tional, though highly recommended.
(In the sciences, attendance at the lab
oratory classes is required.) The sylla
bus for a course is common for all cam
puses, though the suggested textbooks
are not necessarily the same. Starting a
new course, or modifying the syllabus
for an existing course, is a drawn-out
operation; the proposal must pass
through eight, and possibly nine, com
mittees before it is finally approved.
Usually a year is allowed to untie the
red tape from a new course.
The West Indian student, like his
English contemporary, normally enters
the University at the age of 18 or 19,
a year later than the American fresh
man. (There are also many older stu
dents in their thirties). The regular
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course of study is three years, and is
built up of larger blocks than the
American curriculum. A typical pro
gram would be three first-year level
courses, plus two second year and two
third year courses. A science depart
ment will usually offer only one course
on a given level each year, but the
course will be broken down into a num
ber of short lecture series given by dif
ferent staff members. The upper level
courses often have a core of required
lectures, with other mini-courses to be
selected as options by the student. The
whole scheme is wonderfully flexible,
and has much to recommend itself over
the American system, which assumes
that knowledge comes in neat 45 or 90
lecture packages.
Three Years Become Four
In practice, the three year curricu
lum is often extended to four years. A
great number of the students cannot
meet the normal matriculation require
ments, some because their secondary
schools do not offer the required ad
vanced courses, and many who did not
pass the courses when they were able to
take them. Remedial courses, which
still do not bring the students up to the
original matriculation standard, are
taught at the University, and are con
sidered sufficient preparation for the
regular University courses. To me, the
remedial courses looked suspiciously
like American freshman-level courses,
even down to the textbooks, which
were old friends. In time, the Univer
sity will probably shift to a four year
curriculum by taking over some of the
teaching functions of the high schools,
which have problems with the teaching
of the advanced courses because of lack
of equipment and suitably trained
teachers.
The idea of liberal arts seems to be
completely foreign to persons who have
been brought up in an English-style
educational system. Indeed, it is hard
to explain how a Kenyon education
works. I kept hearing the comment
"But surely your students have had all
that in high school!" Apart from re

quired survey courses in "The Use of
English," "Development of Civiliza
tion" and "The History of the Carib
bean," which did not seem to weigh
unduly on the students, a science stu
dent did not stray into other fields, and
the same was true of students in other
Faculties. There was no attempt to
teach physics to non-science majors.
I think that the students would have
been better off if they had had more
frequent examinations instead of the
all-inclusive final examinations. Little
studying was done at the start of the
year, but in the final month the pres
sures on the students were enormous.
Many students seemed to be memo
rizing their notes and parts of the texts
verbatim. The situation was made still
worse in 1972-73 because the first two
weeks of classes were lost to a strike of
University workers, and the normal 25
week academic year had to be tele
scoped into 23 weeks.
Questions of Relevance
Work on the final examinations
started in the fall, since the questions
had to be acceptable to all campuses.
There was always discussion of the rele
vancy of questions to West Indian
students, since they were using English
and American textbooks which presup
posed quite a different set of basic ex
periences. Fortunately, there were very
few questions about cars skidding on
ice, or gaps opening in railroad tracks
because of extreme cold.
The University buildings were, very
sensibly, built inside-out; the walk-ways
and balconies on the outside of the
classrooms served as corridors. The
classrooms themselves were a disaster
for a person with my style of teaching.
I like to do a lot of live demonstrations,
show slides and movies, and not depend
exclusively on the blackboard. Alas,
chalk, eraser and blackboard are the
main teaching tools available in Ja
maica. To project anything, I had to
close the window louvers and the door.
The temperature immediately shot up
to terrific heights, and I was faced
either with teaching to sweltering stu-

dents, or turning on the overhead fans
and not being heard.
Occasionally goats and cows would
be seen roaming parts of the campus.
The goats seemed to like visiting the
classrooms and walkways of the physics
building at night and invariably left
calling cards behind, necessitating fancy
footwork while lecturing the next morn
ing. A graduate student wrote plain
tively in a research report, "Progress
has been slowed down by a cow par
tially destroying the . . . antenna."
Electrical Problems
A difficulty of teaching in Jamaica is
the problem of the electrical supply.
While the country is basically standard
ized on a 110 volt 50 Hertz mains
supply, much of the physics department
is wired for 220 volts, since most of the
equipment comes from England. Un
fortunately, there are two sizes of 220
volt sockets, both very massive, and we
were constantly using adapters to shift
from one type to another. To use
American equipment, or to use English
equipment where only 110 volts was
available, we would drag around trans
formers. I also ran into two different
styles of 110 volt plugs. Several times,
in sheer desperation, I yanked off a
plug for which there was no adapter,
and simply shoved the two bare wires
into the socket.
More serious was the fact that the
electricity supply failed completely for
periods of up to four hours, sometimes
twice a day. The increase in the use of
electricity in Jamaica has completely
outstripped the increase in generating
capacity in the past few years. This,
coupled with the regular failure of two
generating units which represented half
of the generating capacity of the coun
try, kept everyone guessing when the
lights would go out. Very little physics
can be done without electricity, and we
worried constantly about power cuts
during lab sessions.
Language and communication are
difficult problems for an American in
the Caribbean. Take an accent from the
southeastern part of England, soften it,
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add an upward lilt at the end of words
(TriniDAD, grand-PARENTS), and
you have the beginnings of a Jamaican
accent. I never really solved the prob
lem of answering questions in classes.
Usually I would listen intently, hoping
to catch a key word which would give
me the basis for an answer, relying on
what questions students usually ask.
The difficulties were not all on my side.
Outside of television, which is not much
watched in Jamaica, most of the for
eign accents which the West Indians
hear are English, with some Scots
thrown in. I was always unsure if I was
being understood, since the students
were more impassive than American
students. Only after long practice did
I learn to avoid laughter by saying
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This bridge over the Wag Water River was
measured by the author in connection with
his lecture on suspension bridges.

"zed" instead of "zee" for the last letter
of the alphabet, and it took a while to
replace "A pitched baseball travels a
distance of 60 ft. 6 in. . . ." in problems
with "A cricket ball takes how many
seconds to travel a distance of 22 yards
if . . ."
A more serious problem to a scientist
was the lack of exactness in West In
dian vocabulary. Two often-repeated
examples are the use of "hand" to
mean everything from the shoulder to
the finger tips, and the use of "foot" to
mean the entire leg. I heard a well-
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educated person talk of a stone wall as
a "brick" wall. This is a cultural prob
lem; in the past, Jamaican life has not
been complex enough to warrant mak
ing fine distinctions.
The only academic department which
had more staff than physics was the
chemistry department. The fourteen
physicists were evenly divided between
West Indians and expatriates, with the
latter group containing three English
men, a Scot, an Australian, a Canadian
and an American. All of the West In
dian staff had one or more degrees
from the University. This is a dilemma
in the West Indies: there is a strong
desire to staff the University with per
sons from the region, but this must be
balanced against the possibility of aca
demic inbreeding. A sizable fraction of
the persons gaining Ph.D.'s in physics
from the University are now teaching
in the physics department. A system of
paid summer study leaves helps to keep
the staff current in their general re
search field of atmospheric physics.
Lecture Series
One of my assignments was to give
a series of lectures to the non-ma
triculated students on subjects which
touched on the curriculum, but were
not contained in it. The lectures were
illustrated with slides, which I copied
shamelessly from books, magazines and
postcards. Quite to my surprise, I some
times drew as many as 100 out of the
270 students in the course, despite being
scheduled for 8:30 on Saturday morn
ings. The two most successful lectures,
"Physics Without Friction" and "Sus
pension Bridges," went on tour to high
schools, which gave us a chance to see
more of Jamaica than Kingston. I say
"us" because my wife became an expert
in packing and unpacking equipment,
trouble-shooting balky projectors, and
signalling me to slow down when I got
too carried away with my subject.
The only thing which I did not like
about the lecture tours was the driving
which they entailed. Driving in Jamaica
is a shattering experience. Legally, traf
fic keeps to the left. In practice, it
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moves in the most convenient and
shortest way. I have seen a Kingston
public bus actually taking a short cut
through a gas station built on a corner!
The mountain roads are narrow, and
the country buses careening down them
rely more on the horn than the brake.
One has to be constantly alert to the
possibility of finding cows, goats, peo
ple, donkey carts, push wagons and
abandoned cars and trucks on the road.
The cars are often in poor mechanical
shape, especially the front suspensions
which will not stay aligned on the
rough roads. Car prices are high be
cause of the duties and taxes designed
to provide revenue and keep badly
needed money from leaving the island.
One lecture trip took us to the Cay
man Islands, which lie about 200 miles
to the northwest of Jamaica. The Is
lands, which have been receiving con
siderable publicity recently as a tax
haven, are small (only 11,000 popula
tion), and are relatively isolated. Prices
are high, but there is almost no unem
ployment. A strong attempt is made to
bring the outside world to Caymanian
school students through lectures when-

ever possible. I did feel a bit strange
talking about suspension bridges on an
island where there are no rivers.
My main lecture prop was the homebuilt air table which is shown being
tried out by two physics staff members.
Air tables are available commercially in
the United States, but this was a first
for Jamaica. The Plexiglas top of the
box was pierced by 741 holes 1/32 inch
in diameter. (I am sure of the number
because I drilled every one of them,
working carefully to avoid breaking the
fine drills.) Air from the exhaust of a
vacuum cleaner was forced into the
box and out of the holes, where it sup
ported light circles of Plexiglas, which
glided about on the top with very little
friction.
The physics department sponsored an
open day for 1500 high school students
in February with the theme of "Physics
Is Fun." As the signboard shows, my
* part was to give a 30 minute lecture on
"Art in Physics," which I repeated
every hour for seven hours. The lecture
was a sort of magic and light show,
designed to appeal primarily to the eye.
It was not until we returned to Gam-
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dents who intend to go on to the Uni
versity spend another two years in the
sixth form, studying a small number of
subjects intensively. It is at this point
that students start specializing. The A
(for Advanced) level exams which they
then take will, if passed, qualify them
for University matriculation. Unfor
tunately the pass rate in the West
Indies is only 35% for science subjects,
as compared with about 70% in En
gland. This is one of the reasons for the
extra year which the students must
spend at the University. An experienced
teacher, one of the few Americans
teaching in Jamaica, commented that
he thought that considerable prestige
was gained just by sitting for the exami
nation, even if it were not passed.
An Evaluation
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bier that someone pointed out the ter
rible damage done to my last name!
I made contact with secondary school
science teachers through lectures which
I gave to various teachers' groups on
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the Island. Young English teachers on
three year contracts made up at least
half of the audience at the lectures;
there are not enough qualified Jamai
cans who want to teach in the secon
dary schools. Two films from Gambier
drew applause at their Jamaican pre
mieres. Dave Ferguson '71, with the
assistance (?) of the Alpha Sigma Chis,
made one movie which shows how the
height of Peirce Tower may be mea
sured by throwing a person (Ferguson)
off the top of the tower and seeing how
long it took him to hit the ground.
Fortunately, the cameraman caught the
scene on the first take. The second is a
distance-and-time melodrama: has our
hero made his calculations properly to
snatch our heroine from the railroad
track in time? Steve Durning '75 and
Irv Gotbaum '75, made the movie,
with music by Bob Claster '73.
The secondary school system is based
on the English model. At age 16 or 17,
students are finished with the fifth
form, and take the O- (for Ordinary)
Level exams sponsored by English Uni
versities. Five subjects passed at the O
level is roughly the equivalent of an
American high school diploma. Stu-

How well does the Jamaican educa
tional system serve the needs of the
country? To an outsider, the primary
and secondary schools suffer from an
obvious lack of money. This must be
balanced off against the hard economic
facts of a $400 per capita annual in
come and a 25% employment rate. I
feel that the most serious problem is
the lack of trained Jamaican teachers
in the schools. Science graduates from
the University rarely go into secondary
education, and their place is taken by
graduates of teacher training colleges
which have far lower entrance require
ments than the University. The remain
ing positions are taken by contract
teachers from overseas who are well
trained, but who cannot have the same
rapport with the students that the Ja
maican teachers would.
At the present stage of development
of Jamaica, the University seems to me
to be of lower priority than technical
schools and institutes. The Island is
moving rapidly into modern technology
with an inadequate local supply of tech
nically trained people to keep the
equipment operating. While technical
schools do exist in Jamaica, they lack
the resources and prestige of the Uni
versity.
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DEATHS

Hugh C. Laughlin, Emeritus Trustee of
Kenyon and the father of John L.
Laughlin '63, on July 15, 1973. Mr.
Laughlin retired in 1969 as executive
vice president and director of OwensIllinois, Inc., after 17 years as an officer
of the firm. He served actively as a
Kenyon Trustee from 1960 until voted
Emeritus status on the Board in May,
1973. A graduate of Ohio State Uni
versity and Harvard Law School, he
joined a Toledo Law firm, then was
counsel to Owens-Illinois and later sec
retary and general counsel of AnchorHocking Glass Corp. Following service
in World War II, he returned to To
ledo as an Owens-Illinois vice president
and headed the company's forest prod
ucts division from 1956 to 1964. Long
active in the Episcopal Church, he had
been a member of the Church's execu
tive council and chairman of the coun
cil's finance department, and was presi
dent of the Ohio Diocese Board of
Trustees. He was also president of the
American committee for KEEP which
supports the Kiyosata, Japan, educa
tional experiment project, and chair
man of the Ohio State University
Alumni Advisory Board's committee on
faculty-alumni relations. Surviving are
his widow, Isabel, two sons, a sister, and
four grandchildren.
Philip R. Mather, H'56, industrialist,
philanthropist, and an Emeritus Trustee
of Kenyon, on September 19, 1973, in
Newton, Mass. A Trustee of Kenyon
for 23 years, he received the honorary
degree of Doctor of Letters in 1956,
and in 1962 the college's then-new sci
ence building was named in his honor.
The son of the late Samuel and Flora
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Stone Mather of Cleveland, he was a
graduate of Yale University, Phi Beta
Kappa. After his retirement in 1936
after 16 years as an executive of Pickards, Mather and Company in Cleve
land, Mr. Mather moved to New York,
then Boston, but continued his volun
teer work with various organizations.
In 1964 he was honored for 25 years
of service as a volunteer for the Ameri
can Social Health Association, after he
had received in 1948 the William Free
man Snow medal for his services with
the association which he had served as
president and chairman of the board.
He had also served as treasurer and
president of the National Health Coun
cil, and was a director of the United
Community Fund and the World Af
fairs Council in Boston. He is survived
by his wife, Madeline, four daughters,
13 grandchildren, and one great-grand
child.
Clarence H. Foster '00, in Rochester,
Mich., on October 28, 1972, one week
after his 95 th birthday. A retired ac
countant, he was associated with the
lumber industry in Michigan for most
of his life. He had lived in Cadillac,
Mich., for over 50 years. He is survived
by three children.
Richard F. Kelley '18, in Clearwater,
Fla., on June 2, 1973. A long-time resi
dent of Fostoria, Ohio, he was a retired
sales executive with the American Cyanamid Co. His wife, Gertrude, sur
vives.
Lionel E. Glass '21, retired Cleveland
manufacturing executive, in October,
1973. He is survived by hik wife,
Jeanne, one son, and one daughter.

The Rev. Canon Almon R. Pepper '21,
B'22, H'62, retired director of the De
partment of Christian Social Relations
of the Episcopal Church, on September
3, 1973. Long active in work for dis
placed persons and refugees, he was a
founder of what became in 1946 the
Church World Service, an interdenom
inational relief agency. Following his
graduation from Kenyon and Bexley,
he was ordained in 1924, studied fur
ther at General Theological Seminary,
and was graduated in 1933 from Co
lumbia University's School of Social
Work. Before his appointment in 1936
as national director of Christian Social
Relations, he had been executive di
rector of social service for the Ohio
Diocese, and rector of Grace Church in
Cleveland. Since his retirement in 1967,
he had been a consultant on com
munity service to the overseas depart
ment of the Episcopal Church, and had
served as interim director of the Epis
copal Mission Society of the New York
Diocese. Surviving are his widow,
Alpha, and one daughter.
Chester Lawrence Olson '24, of Harrisburg, Pa.
Robert M. Thomas '27, a Cleveland
real estate appraiser, on June 18, 1973.
An independent appraiser and associate
member of the Cleveland Area Board
of Realtors, he was a graduate of the
Cleveland Marshall Law School, which
presented him with an honorary degree
two years ago. Surviving are his wife,
Katherine, two sons, a daughter, and
three grandchildren.
Gordon L. Knapp '31, retired Pitts
burgh, Pa., industrialist, in July, 1972.

He retired in 1969 after 19 years as
president of Allied Materials Company
of Pittsburgh. His wife, Bernice, sur
vives.
The Very Rev. Chester B. Emerson
H'33, Dean Emeritus of Trinity Cathedral, Cleveland, on August 5, 1973.
Dean Emerson retired in 1951 after a
career which had included service not
only as an outstanding religious leader,
but from 1920-23 he was director of
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra. A
graduate of Bowdoin College, he re
ceived his B.D. from Union Theological
Seminary and an honorary degree from
Bowdoin as well as Kenyon. In retire
ment he had divided his time between
Florida and his native Maine.
Carl R. Brunt '37, manager of human
relations for Jones and Laughlin Steel
Corp. for 34 years, on June 22, 1973
in Pittsburgh. A graduate of Harvard
University Executive Management pro
gram, he was a past president of the
Western Pennsylvania Industrial Man
agement Conference, and was active in
the Pittsburgh Personnel Association,
the American Society for Training and
Development, and the Mt. Lebanon
Baptist Church. Survivors are his wid
ow, Ruth, one son, one daughter, his
mother, and five grandchildren.
Robert L. Kaag '42, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
attorney, on March 10, 1973. Very
active in the city's fine arts organiza
tions, he was secretary of the board of
the Fine Arts Foundation, a past presi
dent of the Fort Wayne Art Institute
and the Civic Theater, and had been
a board member of the Fort Wayne
Ballet. A graduate of the Indiana Uni
versity Law School, he was a partner
in the law firm of Congdon and Kaag.
He is survived by his wife, Gwendolyn,
and one son, Matthias.
Harvey F. Hohlfelder, Jr., '50, on June
20, 1973.
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don't
forget
Alumni Reunions for the

JOB LINE
The Job Line service is still a regular
feature of the Bulletin. Notices of posi
tions wanted will be accepted from any
alumna or alumnus. Notices of positions
available will be published if they
might possibly be of interest to Kenyon
alumni. We invite you to use this
service.
It is requested that notices be typed,
double-spaced, and limited to 70 words.
Send to:
Editor, Kenyon College Bulletin
Office of Public Relations
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022
Positions Available
The National Cash Register Company's
Retail Systems Division in Cambridge,
Ohio, is seeking two Cost Accountants
in the Controller organization. Individ
ual with degree and two to five years
experience with "good standard cost
background in manufacturing environ
ment." The jobs consist of changing a
manual cost system to an automatic
system and the analysis and control of
the implemented system. Contact Rob
ert W. Donovan, Personnel Representative, P.O. Box 728, Cambridge, Ohio
43725. Phone: 614-439-0398.

dosses with numerols
ending in 4 and 9

May 31-June 2
and
The third annual

Alumni Seminar

May 31-June 1
Mark your
calendar now
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Mrs. Betty Huffman
P. 0. Box 364
Gambier
Ohio
43022
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